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To Whom it May Concern,
 
We have compiled our comments in opposition to the attached proposal. Please help review
thoroughly and reach out should we need to clarify any further.
 
*********************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************
***************************************************
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the sunset proposal. Since the start the lighting
program has been instrumental in moving energy efficient lighting forward while including some
critical features for consumer acceptance.
 
While we do agree that LED components have progressed to be as bright and as energy efficient as
needed for the residential sector, the ENERGY STAR mark indicates a level of quality that is much
higher than the low bar of the federal regulations of 45 lumens per watt. Even at the bulb (lamp)
level the majority of the LED bulbs are obtaining double than that minimum. Many luminaires with
their greater heat sinking ability and other design advantages frequently test out higher than 100
lumens per watt. The absence of this voluntary program would allow inferior products such as the
CFLs to flood back into the north American market.
 
Our certifications are not reflecting the same assumption that the bulbs (lamps) are the majority of
light sources used. In addition, many private labelers and retailers use the QPL to verify claims and
find the verification aspect to be a key indication of quality. As for the residential sector, there is not
enough assurance that the utility rebates are the main driving force for consumers to seek out
certified products.
 
Rather than sunsetting the program it would be comprehensible if the testing burden to the partners
was reduced and only the minimum requirements needed to fulfill the quality aspects of this program
were kept. This would be positive in two regards: first, financial incentive to continue to put out
better than minimum performing products; secondly, it would help further the political and business
friendly model of the program. Lighting is the easiest and simplest way to reduce the stress on our
power grids and all consumers have the ability to participate.
 
*********************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************
***************************************************
The ENERGY STAR mark on certified luminaires, lamps and ceiling fans provides consumers with
confidence that the product they are purchasing has been tested and certified against a higher
standard. The federal baseline of 45 lumens per watt is a low bar and does not address the other
important factors including color quality (CRI, R9, uniformity etc), longevity, flickering, electrical
noise, and thermal management that consumers have come to expect.
 
Sunsetting the ENERGY STAR program for these products will roll back the advancement the EPA
has made in eliminating inefficient lighting and ceiling fan products from the US market and our
landfills. For example, with the introduction of Energy Star Lamps V2, inefficient and unpleasant
CFL lamps were essentially eliminated from the market. This pushed manufacturers to develop LED
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November 14, 2022

Dear ENERGY STAR® Partner or Other Interested Stakeholder:

The purpose of this letter is to present a proposal from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to sunset the ENERGY STAR specifications for lamps, luminaires, and ceiling fan light kits. EPA recognizes the significant, decades long contributions of ENERGY STAR lighting stakeholders and is committed to carefully considering all input, particularly with respect to timing. EPA requests feedback on this proposal no later than January 6, 2023.

The ENERGY STAR label for lighting and the specifications associated with it have been an amazing success story. When the first specification launched in 1997, CFLs were about one percent of light bulb sales; they cost an average of $19 each; and they suffered from a bad performance reputation among consumers. Advances in bulb design combined with a range of efforts from dedicated stakeholders, and rigorous ENERGY STAR performance requirements set the stage for improved product quality, with an equally positive impact on the introduction and evolution of LED bulbs and fixtures. Over the past two decades, this public-private collaboration, with a focus on product quality, branding and consumer education, has transformed the market for efficient lighting and delivered significant benefit to consumers and the environment. Since 1998, EPA estimates that ENERGY STAR certified light bulbs and fixtures have saved a combined total of more than one trillion kWh of electricity. Today, the associated annual greenhouse gas savings are roughly equivalent to the carbon sequestered by over 140 million acres of forest.

Criteria for Sunsetting 
Under certain circumstances, EPA makes the determination that an ENERGY STAR specification for a particular product category should be sunset rather than revised. Some or all of the following factors play into such a decision: 





*	Additional, cost-effective efficiency gains are not available or anticipated


*	A standard exists or is forthcoming at the current ENERGY STAR level that will serve as a backstop so efficiency gains are maintained.


*	The market has evolved such that the product type is being discontinued





For residential lighting products, EPA anticipates that, in addition to the backstop, upcoming new efficiency standards will capture the bulk of existing cost-effective efficiency gains.

Rationale for Proposed Sunset
On May 9, 2022, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) published final rules pertaining to definitions [click.mail.energystar.gov] and standards [click.mail.energystar.gov] for General Service Lamps, and their policy [click.mail.energystar.gov] for the enforcement of the 45 lumen-per-watt backstop. Consistent with the definitions for covered products, the backstop and anticipated new standards cover the vast majority of the lamps on the U.S. market. Further, to the extent that a significant amount of luminaire and light kit certifications and shipments involve screw-based sockets, the lamp standards represent a new baseline and backstop for fixtures as well.
 
Utility programs have been a powerful driver for the uptake of ENERGY STAR certified lighting for two decades, delivering much needed long term energy savings to their customers through cost-effective rebates. EPA recognizes that the prevalence of utility lighting rebates has been an important consideration among manufacturers as they weigh the certification costs associated with earning the ENERGY STAR label. In recent years, utility programs have been declining in anticipation of forthcoming federal standards, and with the backstop triggered, the new baseline for lighting will make it difficult for utility programs to justify continuing their rebates. It is EPA’s understanding that some utility programs may continue to offer rebates on ENERGY STAR lighting through the end of 2023, and fewer may be able to continue offering free bulbs to income eligible customers through 2024.
 
Proposed Timing
Consistent with the anticipated phase down of utility rebate programs leveraging ENERGY STAR lighting, EPA proposes to sunset the ENERGY STAR label for lamps, luminaires, and ceiling fan light kits effective the end of 2024. The Agency expects to stop accepting new certifications for these products as of the end of 2023. EPA welcomes feedback on this timeline. 

In light of the market considerations driving this sunset proposal, EPA also plans to remove lighting requirements from the ENERGY STAR specifications for ceiling fans and ventilation fans. These changes would be effective, in alignment with DOE’s backstop enforcement timeline, at the end of July 2023.

EPA values stakeholder feedback on this proposal. Stakeholders who have any questions or want to discuss their plans to discontinue labeling may contact lighting@energystar.gov. In closing, EPA appreciates the efforts of all lighting stakeholders to advance a cleaner environment through the ENERGY STAR Program and applauds your success in moving the market towards greater energy efficiency. Thank you.

Sincerely, 


 	


Taylor Jantz-Sell
ENERGY STAR Lighting Program Manager
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency	 


 


For more information, visit: www.energystar.gov [click.mail.energystar.gov]
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products that lasted longer, performed better and did not need special disposal instruction.
 
If manufacturers only need to meet the 45 lumens per watt requirement as offered by the federal
government, the strive to provide high quality products to consumers will end leaving them with low
quality options and greater environmental waste.
 
*********************************************************************************
*********************************************************************************
***************************************************
The lack of an established program for rebates, will result in local utility companies/jurisdictions
generating their own programs/requirements. This will make things very challenging for
manufacturers and even test labs to keep up on the ever changing landscape. We have already started
to see this process in California, and the starts of another program in NY. The potential also exists
for other agencies to create competing programs, which would result in confusion in the
marketplace.
 
Efficacy (products efficiency) is a key item of concern for global climate change. However, product
quality should also be a concern. If the end consumer is not happy with a purchase/installation after a
few months, where does the product end up? Most likely in the landfill… Light and overall product
quality should be and currently is an important aspect of the current program that is overlooked.
 
Best Regards,
 
Intertek Testing Services NA
www.intertek.com
 

 
Intertek, 545 E Algonquin Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005
 

Join BBEB.com to build back an ever better world!

Total Quality. Assured.
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